Hamlet Reading Guide, Act

III

Name

Use these questions to guide you in taking notes on the play. Also write down
your own notes as you read, paying particuiar attention to an1'thing that strikes
you as interesting, confusing, surprising, funny or beautiful. Label your notes
with the act and scene numbers and keep them in order in your notebook or
binder. Record line numbers and short quotations as evidence for your ideas"

Define the literary terms in your notes. They are in boldface on this handout.
Use the dictionary of literary terms, available in the cabinet, to help you.
Feel free to read a summa.ry of each act before you read the act itself. These are
readily available online. Story versions of Hamlet are available in the library.

A note on the text notes: use them to help you understand vocabuiary and cultural
details that we, a twenty-first century audience, probably won't understand on our
own. You are not required to read them, but you should look to them first when
lines are confusing.

Before reading Act

III,

review your literary terms from the Acts

I & II

guides.

L Act III of a traditional,

five-act tragedy is the climax" Watch for and record in your
notes what you think is the climax of each conflict in the play. Pay special attention to
the climax for the main conflict.

2. There

are a number of lines in Act
you recognize as you read.

III that

are famous quotations. Keep a list of lines

Scene I

'46-49.

What do we learn in Claudius' aside, lines 49-54?

3.

Paraphrase Polonius' lines

4.

Read Hamlet's famous soiiloquy out

loud. What

are the two ways people react to

"outrageous fortune"?

5. Check the meaning of "the rub" (line 65). What convinces Hamlet that suicide

is not

the way to go? (lines 65-68, 76-82).
o'And

ponscience does make cowards
6. Explain what Hamlet might mean when he says,
of us all" (lines 33-88). What are two things that he might be afraid to do? If "To be, or
not to be" does not mean "to live or kill myself', then what else could it mean in

Hamlet's situation?

7.

How does Hamlet treat Ophelia? Record a couple of examples of his behavior/
speech. Why do you think he treats her this way?

8.

Read the line notes for the famous line "Get thee to a nunnery. Why, wouldst thou be

a breeder

ofsinners?"

(l2l).

9. Do you think Hamlet knows he's being watched? Record two lines that support your
view.

10. In Ophelia's speech, we get her view of Hamlet's character
killed. What characteristics did he have? (152-163).

before his father was

11. Why will Claudius send Hamlet to England: Wtrat excuse will he use to send him?
Scene 2

12. Hamlet gives the players acting advice in the beginning of this scene" Record two
pieces of his advice in your notes. why might shakespeare include this?

13' Why does Hamlet admire Horatio? How has Horatio reacted to "outrageous
fortune"? (lines 53-64). what has been Hamlet's "outrageous fortune"? How has he
reacted? In the rest of the speech, Horatio is further established as Hamlet's confidant.
14. In the play ,".n"1'i"hut manner does Hamlet speak to Ophelia? Polonius? Claudius?
Gertrude?

15" In The Murder of Gonzago. the "dumb show" is a pantomime of the action and the
"argument" is a plot summary. How does Claudius react to the play? What in the play
makes him react this way? what does he rcaltze? why might he want light?

16. What do you think lines 379-383 are about? How would you describe Hamlet's state
of mind? Is he ready "To be," or to act? Why/not?
17. ln regard to his mother, I{amiet says "Let me be cruel, not unnatural" (386). What's
the difference? What will he do to her and what won't he do to her?
Scene 3

18. Why does Polonius say he will hide "[b]ehind the arras" rather than letting Queen
Gertrude report back on her meeting with Hamlet?
19. Again, someone is spying on someone else in this play.

List a few other occurrences
of "spying". Do you think this type of behavior is realistic? What does this say about the
nature of the characters? About human nature?

20. Read Claudius' long speech. Does it suggest remorse? Repentance? Why doesn't
he expect to be forgiven?

21. Again, Hamlet delays revenge-he doesn't take action. Why doesn't
Claudius here?

he

kill
1

Scene 4

22. F.':ead lines 7-17 out loud. What do you notice

about the way they're writtenlspoken?
What does the style of these lines show about the relationship befween Hamlet and

Gertrude?

23. What

does Hamlet intend to do to Gertrude? (17-19),

24. Whatis Hamlet's reaction to finding that he killed Polonius? (27-33). Are you
surprised by this? Why/not? What will be the consequences or actions to follow this

,

murder?

25.WhatdoesHam1etpointouttoGertrudeinhislongrant?(50.103).
26. Identify and comment on the use of imagery in lines

87-96

.

'

27.WhatdoestheghosttellHamletnow?WhatisHamlet,sreactiontoseeingthe
ghost? Does Gertrude see it? What is her reaction?

28.WhatdoesHamletaskhismothertodo?(linesI42+).
i

29.WhereinActIIIwouldyouidentifytheclimaxoftheplay?Whatdoyouthink
Hamlet will do next? Do we, the audience, know which direction the plot will take
from this point on? Will Hamlet (finally) act on his desire to revenge his father's
murder?

The Bodily Humors
The theory of the Humors (according to HIPPOCRATES, GALEN, etc.) said that the human body was
composed of four fluids coming from the four elements (earth, air, fire, water). The digestion of food in
the stomach and liver produced the four fluid substances which could affect peoples behavior. Each humor
related to a different zodiac sign, combining medicine and astrology and requiring that the "physician" be
able to read astrological charts in his practice of medicine. Yet Elizabethans also believed in people's free
will and thought that their body's humor and free will worked together.

l)

HumorlFluid:

BLOOD

Temperament:

Sanguine (energetic, courageous, hopeful, fair, sensuous, agreeable, amiable,

or the opposite: lustful, riotous, drunken, impractically optimistic)

gracious

Body part. Liver
Element:
Air Planet: Jupiter
Complexion: Ruddy
Sign:
Gemini, Libra, Aquarius
Age:
Childhood
Season:
Spring
Qualities of fluid. Hot and moist, heated by heart and included in the flesh, sends out energy,
livens-up the body, heavy.

2)

Humor/Fluid:
Temperament:

Element:

Complexion:

Sign.
Season"

Qualities

3)

offluid:

YELLOW BILE
Choleric (proud, irritable, ambitious, raslL quarrelsome, angry, greedy, hasty,
brainless, jealous, foolish, evil, greedy)
Body part" Gall bladder
Fire
Planet: Mars
Yellowish
Arios, Leo, Sagittarius

Summer

Hot and dry,lean, slim.

Phlegmatic (sluggish, dull, slow, unemotional, sleepy; considers self wise)
Kidneys, lungs
Body

Water
Complexion: Pale
Taurus, Virgo, CaPricorn
Sign:
Autumn
Season:

Element:

Qualities of

fluid:

Humor/Fluid:
Temperament:

.

Adolescence

HumorlFluid. PF{LEGM
Temperament:

4)

Age.

Element:

Complexion:

Sign:
Season.

Qualities of

fluid:

part:
Planet:

Moon

Age:

Adulthood

Cold and moist, nourishes brain, fatty.

BLACK BILE
melancholy (gloomy, silent, morose, nervous, solitary, introspe0tive, fearful,
evil, backbiting)

Earth

Part"
Planet:
BodY

dark

Grayish,
Cancer, Scorpio, Pisces

Winter

Age:

SPleen

Saturn

Old

.
cold and dry, nourishes bones, old muscles, iean.

